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Immerse yourself in the captivating tale of 'Cruel Beast,' a dark arranged
marriage romance that will leave you spellbound. Set against a backdrop of
opulence and intrigue, this novel explores the forbidden love between a
ruthless billionaire and an innocent woman forced into a loveless union.
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Synopsis:

When Isabella, a young woman from a struggling family, is offered an
arranged marriage to the wealthy and powerful billionaire, Ethan, she has
no choice but to accept. Desperate to alleviate her family's financial burden,
she agrees to a union with a man known for his cold and ruthless nature.

As Isabella steps into the gilded cage of Ethan's opulent mansion, she
faces a world of unimaginable luxury and privilege. However, beneath the
facade of wealth and excess lies a web of secrets and forbidden desires.
Ethan, hardened by years of loss and betrayal, keeps Isabella at an
emotional distance, viewing her as nothing more than a pawn in his
carefully orchestrated game.
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As the days turn into nights, Isabella finds herself drawn to Ethan's
enigmatic persona. Despite his cruel exterior, she senses a vulnerability
hidden deep within his icy gaze. Slowly but surely, she chips away at his
emotional armor, revealing a man capable of both love and profound pain.

Ethan, torn between his desire for Isabella and his fear of intimacy,
struggles to reconcile his past with his present. As the boundaries between
duty and passion blur, he must confront his inner demons and make a
choice that will forever alter the course of their lives.

"I married him for his money. I thought that was all I wanted. But now, I find
myself longing for his touch, his kiss. I'm trapped in a cruel beast's cage,
and I fear I might never escape."

- Isabella

Key Themes

Forbidden Love: The forbidden romance between Isabella and Ethan,
bound by an arranged marriage, explores the complexities of love that
defies societal norms and personal boundaries.

Enemies to Lovers: Ethan's initial hostility towards Isabella gradually
transforms into a deep and passionate love, showcasing the
transformative power of vulnerability and acceptance.

Clash of Opposites: Isabella's innocence and idealism clash with
Ethan's cynicism and pragmatism, creating a dynamic and emotionally
charged relationship filled with tension and conflict.

Hidden Depths: Beneath Ethan's cold and ruthless exterior lies a
hidden depth of emotion and vulnerability, revealing the complexities of



his character and the reasons for his hardened persona.

Personal Growth: Both Isabella and Ethan experience significant
personal growth throughout the novel. Isabella transforms from a naive
young woman into a strong and independent individual, while Ethan
learns to embrace love and overcome his past traumas.

Why Readers Will Love It

Captivating Characters: Readers will be captivated by the complex
and relatable characters of Isabella and Ethan. Their emotional depth
and believable motivations drive the story forward.

Forbidden Romance: The forbidden love between Isabella and Ethan
is a classic romance trope that will keep readers on the edge of their
seats, rooting for the couple to overcome all obstacles.

Emotional Rollercoaster: 'Cruel Beast' takes readers on an
emotional rollercoaster, exploring the full spectrum of human emotions
- from love and passion to pain and heartbreak.

Dark and Steamy: The novel features a blend of dark and steamy
elements that will appeal to readers who enjoy a balance of intrigue
and romance.

Thought-Provoking: Beyond its engaging romance plot, 'Cruel Beast'
also explores deeper themes of love, marriage, and the complexities of
human relationships.

Meet the Author

Annabelle Walker is an award-winning author known for her captivating
dark romances that delve into the depths of human emotions. She has a



knack for creating unforgettable characters and exploring complex
relationships that leave a lasting impression on her readers.

Annabelle's passion for writing stems from her belief in the transformative
power of stories. She aims to evoke emotions, provoke thought, and
transport readers to worlds beyond their own imaginations.

"Annabelle Walker's 'Cruel Beast' is a thrilling and emotional rollercoaster
that will keep you captivated from the very first page. Prepare to be swept
away by the forbidden love between Isabella and Ethan, two characters
that will stay with you long after you finish the book."

- Jennifer, Amazon Reviewer

Reviews

5 Stars: "This book is everything I didn't know I needed. The forbidden
love, the enemies to lovers, the slow burn - it's all there and it's
perfect." - Sarah, Goodreads Reviewer

5 Stars: "Annabelle Walker has done it again! 'Cruel Beast' is a dark
and steamy romance that will leave you breathless. The characters are
complex and relatable, and the story is impossible to put down." -
Jessica, BookBub Reviewer

4 Stars: "I loved the
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